Three factor crosses were performed between Rous sarcoma virus mutants with temperature-sensitive markers in the pol and src genes and host range markers in the env gene. A number of recombinant viruses appeared to segregate from virus particles which were heterozygous for all three genes under study. The frequency of various recombinant genotypes in the progeny was consistent with there being no greater linkage between the neighbouring gene pairs ofpol and env and env and src than between the more distant pol and src. The significance of these results to proposed mechanisms of avian retrovirus recombination is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) contains four defined genes controlling its replication and cell transformation. These genes have been given the ciphers gag (coding for the precursors to the non-glycosylated structural proteins), env (coding for the envelope glycoproteins donating the virus host range), pol (coding for the RNA-dependent DNA polymerase) and src (coding for a protein maintaining the transformed state of the cell) (Baltimore, I975) . The 38S virus RNA which, in the virion, exists as a 6o to 7oS diploid complex, bears these genes in the order 5'-gag-pol-env-src-3' (Joho et al. I975; Wang et al. 1975, I976a, c; Coffin & Billeter, 1976) . Stable recombination between at least some of these genes has been known for several years (Vogt, I97I; Kawai & Hanafusa, I972 ) and in mixed infections progeny of novel genotype can arise at high frequency by intramolecular recombination at some stage of the virus life cycle (Beemon et al. 1974) . The mechanism of these recombination events is clearly of great interest because recombination among retrovirus genomes or between retroviruses and host cells is probably important in the evolution of these viruses and in their acquisition of oncogenic capabilities.
We have studied recombination in RSV with the hope of obtaining some insight into this recombination mechanism. Firstly, we investigated the genesis of recombinants by identifying all the progeny produced after a single virus replication cycle in mixedly-infected cells and comparing these results with the progeny yield after further cycles of infection. The initial results of this study have been reported (Wyke et al. 1975 ) and the additional data recorded here enforce our preliminary observation that many recombinants appear to derive from particles which, after a single cycle of replication, are unstable heterozygotes. Secondly, we performed three factor crosses between markers in the pol, env and src genes hoping to compare our genetic map with the known physical map of these elements. In particular we wanted to know whether the recombination map of these genes was circular or linear, as this distinction would indicate the form of the virus genomes which participates in recombination events. Our results highlight several problems in obtaining and interpreting Previous studies on recombination among avian RNA tumour viruses selected particular recombinant genotypes from mixed infections in which the total amount of infectious virus in the progeny was not known (Vogt, I97I; Kawai & Hanafusa, I97z, I976; Weiss et al. I973; Mason et al. I974; Friis et al. I975; Hunter & Vogt, I976) . Indeed, in many cases it has been difficult or impossible to identify all the progeny genotypes, particularly when one of the parents was a td virus. To circumvent this problem workers tended to assess the incidence of selected recombinant progeny harvested after prolonged mixed infection, hoping that the gene pools from both parents were in equilibrium (Blair, r977) . Such crosses may fail to give information on interesting aspects of RNA tumour virus genetics. Firstly, the ability to follow the appearance of recombinants at early times after dual infection and to identify all recombinant genotypes in the progeny, may reveal details of the recombination process which would otherwise be obscured. Secondly, recombination occurs at high frequency and linkage between some markers may only be detectable before genetic equilibrium is reached. To investigate these possibilities we decided to study recombination between two Prague RSV, which under appropriate conditions will both cause transformation, enabling all their progeny to be detected. These viruses can be distinguished by host range differences in the env gene and ts markers in the pol and src genes. The two viruses chosen were ts LA 29 PR-A (pol+envAsrc ts) and ts LA 335 PR-C (poltSenvCsrc+). The former is of envelope subgroup A and will thus plate on C/C but not on C/A cells. It possesses a ts mutation in the transformation maintenance gene, src, so that it will not transform at 4I °C but will transform if shifted down to 35 °C atany time after initiating infection at 41 °C. The latter is of envelope subgroup C, plating on C/A but not on C/C cells. Its ts lesion is in pol, the RNA dependent DNA polymerase gene, and it will not transform under any conditions once infection is initiated at 41 °C. However, if infection is established at 35 °C, the provirus is formed successfully and the cells transform upon shift to 41 °C. These two viruses and all their likely progeny can thus be distinguished by plating on selectively resistant cells (to determine their env phenotype) and by culturing at different temperatures, as outlined in Table I , to distinguish their pol and sre phenotypes.
Two basic types of cross between these viruses were performed. In the first, virus was harvested from dually infected cultures after one cylce of replication to see if the progeny produced before any re-infection has occurred might indicate the st~.ge of infection at which recombination can occur. The second type of cross was an attempt to detect linkage between the pol, env and sre genes and it used not only the original parental viruses but also crosses between recombinant viruses which were obtained from the progeny of earlier mixed infections. These crosses proceeded for longer periods of mixed infection and attempts were made to score the incidence of selected recombinants in the bulk harvests as well as the relative proportions of all phenotypes in smaller samples of the progeny.
The genesis of recombinant viruses in early harvests from dually infected cells
Cultures of chf-C/BE cells at 35 °C were mixedly-infected in monolayer with ts LA 29 PR-A and ts LA 335 PR-C, the input multiplicity of each virus being 2 to 4. These mutants were freshly cloned, thus minimizing the incidence of defective viruses which contain RNA of subgenomic size (Duesberg & Vogt, I973) . The cultures were washed several times 4 h after infection to remove input virus and virus harvests were collected at z to 3 h intervals between I9 and 27 h p.i. These times are sufficient for some virus to have replicated, but 
* Each phenotype may comprise viruses of more than one genotype, as described in text. I" U = unfiltered harvests; F = filtered harvests.
insufficient for a second cycle of replication and release (Temin & Rubin, I959) . The titre of virus at I9 h p.i. was about 2 x ios f.f.u./Io n infected cells, rising to about 6 x io a f.f.u./I o 6 cells at 27 h. Harvests from two separate experiments were analysed further. One taken at 21 to 24 h p.i. was not filtered, while the other, collected at 25 to 27 h p.i. was filtered through a o-zz/zm Mitlipore membrane. It seemed unlikely that virus produced at such low titre would be clumped, but the filtration was performed as a check against this possibility. Filtration resulted in a io-fold reduction in virus titre but this is our usual experience and is probably largely due to extraneous factors, such as traces of detergent in the membrane, rather than removal of clumped virus. The harvests were diluted and cloned at 35 °C on chf-C/BE cells and at 8 to I4 days after infection well-isolated foci of transformed cells were aspirated in a Pasteur pipette. Half of each focus was stored at -7o °C for further analysis whilst the other half was added to C/E cells and a stock of cloned virus was grown to test for pol, env and src ph~notypes by the protocol outlined above.
The progeny phenotypes will comprise parental and recombinant genotypes, but since the virion contains two genomic RNA molecules, some phenotypes may represent heterozygous genomes. In all mixed infections that we have performed the wild alleles of src and pol have been dominant to the ts markers, so pol and src heterozygotes can only be distinguished from viruses which are homozygous diploid or haploid witd type for these genes if the heterozygotes segregate ts markers on subcloning. On the other hand, isolates with a host range typical of both subgroup A and subgroup C viruses can readily be identified and, since we and others (Weiss et al. r973 ) have never detected a stable env recombinant of dual host range (see below), these are presumably env heterozygotes.
The 12 possible phenotypes that our tests can detect in the cloned progeny virus are shown in Table 2 (left hand columns) and it is clear that most phenotypes may represent more than one genotype. Any isolates with a ts pol or ts src phenotype or an env marker typical of either subgroup A or subgroup C viruses alone are presumably homozygous diploid or haploid for these genes. Phenotypes which are wild for pol and src could be homozygous or heterozygous at these loci, while those with a dual host range are almost certainly heterozygous for env at least. The parental mutants show phenotypes (i) and (2) (Table 2), whilst (3) and (4) are homozygous recombinants. Phenotypes (5) to (8) could be homozygous or, possibly, heterozygous in pol (5), src (6) or both these genes (7, 8) . However, phenotype (5) must represent a recombination between the env and src genes since these are both homozygous and in a different combination than in the parents. Phenotype (6) must similarly contain a genome which has recombined betweenpol and env. These recombinants would be stable upon subcloning but they need not be formed by covalent linkage between two parental genomes. Thus a recombinant env and src of phenotype (5) may comprise two defective molecules, pol+env-src ~s (derived from the parent pol+envAsrct 0 and poltsenv°src-(derived from the poltsem,'src + parent). If such combinations exist, the haploid env and src genes must perforce remain stably associated to yield infectious transforming progeny. Phenotypes (7) and (8), on the other hand, may not contain recombinant genomes at all. Thus phenotype (8) could represent a heterozygote of a parent pol+envAsrc ts and a defective pol-env-src ÷ and this combination could segregate progeny of parental genotype (2). Similar arguments can be applied to phenotypes (9) to 0z) which are heterozygous for env. Phenotype (I i) is homozygous forpol and src and is the only one of this group to show clear recombination (between pol and src). The other phenotypes need not represent recombinants and it is possible that many isolates of phenotype (iz) might, in fact, be heterozygous for all three markers under study.
An analysis of nearly zoo cloned progeny from the unfiltered harvest and nearly ioo from the filtered harvest is shown in Table 2 , part A. More than half the virus yield is of parental phenotypes. Among the genotypically mixed progeny only two clones (from the filtered virus stock) seem to be homozygous recombinants [phenotype (3)]-A number of other clones are of phenotypes (5) to (8) and may thus be recombinants but they could also be heterozygous for pol or src. The remaining clones are env heterozygotes [phenotypes (9) to (I2)] and the vast majority of these clones are pol +, src + [phenotype (i2)], suggesting that they may be heterozygous for all three genes, pol, env and src. It seems then that, in the progeny of a single cycle of infection, unequivocal recombinants, whether or not homozygous [phenotypes (3) to (6) and (iI)] are rare (not detected in the unfiltered harvest, 8 ~ of the filtered harvest). However, heterozygotes [phenotypes (9) to 02)] are relatively frequent (24% of the unfiltered harvest, 32 % of the filtered harvest), A small percentage of both harvests are of phenotypes (7) and (8) and could thus be either recombinants, heterozygotes or both. More than 9o % of the heterozygotes are of phenotype (I 2) and, to determine whether these are the progenitors of recombinants in further cycles of infection, the original isolates of a number of these pol+envA+esre + clones were recloned on chf-C/BE to assess the pattern in which their markers segregate. Table 2 , part B shows the pooled data obtained from subclones of 8 of the wild-type dual host range isolates from the unfiltered harvest and 9 equivalent isolates from the filtered stock. Many viruses of parental phenotype segregate from these clones but a number of genotypically mixed progeny are also detected. Unequivocal recombinants comprise IO % of the subclones from the unfiltered stock and 7% of those from filtered harvests. Viruses which could be either recombinants or partial heterozygotes [phenotypes (7) and (8)] account for 14 ~ of the unfiltered and only o'5 ~ of the filtered stock and, remarkably, the unfiltered harvests contain 2z% confirmed heterozygotes whilst these occur at only o'5 % level in the filtered virus.
In Table 3 these data are arranged to show the segregation of progeny from individual pol+envA+Csrc+ clones and the progeny phenotype column is reordered so that putative homozygotes are grouped in their reciprocal pairs (pairs of viruses differing from one another in the markers of each of the three genes under study). There does not seem to be any clear pattern of segregation of recombinants from the pol+envA+Csrc+ heterozygotes Table 3 and, more markedly, it is clear that reciprocal recombinants do not occur at the same frequency in the progeny derived from single clones. This is very obvious when looking at segregation of the original parental phenotypes from, for example, clones a, d, i, j, k, 1, m and o, and is also seen in segregation of the recombinant reciprocal pairs particularly from the clones derived from unfiltered harvests. These results suggest that, though the original pol+env~+%rc + clone carried two markers for each of the three genes under study, the markers in any one gene are not necessarily conserved at equivalent levels when recombinants are generated during subsequent cycles of infection. Table 3 also shows that the original clones of phenotype (I z) shown in Table 2 , part A were, as suspected, heterozygous for more than just the env gene as judged by their segregating ts pol or src markers on subcloning. All the I7 clones tested were heterozygous for either pol or src and I2 of them were clearly heterozygous for both these genes. Table 2 , part B, and Table 3 highlight several marked differences between pol+envA+Csrc + clones derived from unfiltered stocks and those from filtered harvests. Not only do the clones from filtered stocks segregate very few definite heterozygotes (see above), but they also show a very high level of parental phenotypes in the subclones and in any particular clone one parental form usually predominates. The features are not seen in the unfiltered harvests and these differences are inexplicable. Though we felt that the experimental conditions made virus clumping very unlikely it is conceivable that clumps mimicking phenotype (I2) did occur and were removed by filtration. If this was so, then the persistence of heterozygotes might be due largely to clumps and the normal behaviour of heterozygous viruses is rapidly to segregate parental progeny, together with a small proportion of recombinants.
Attempts to detect linkage between pol, env and src genes
To investigate whether the three genes under study showed any linkage the frequency of recombinants was determined after longer periods of mixed infection though shorter than the times recommended by Blair (I977). By using cloned recombinants obtained in the experiment described above (Table 2, 3) it was possible to perform three crosses.
(I) The cross between the two parental mutants as described above (pol+envXsrc ts× poltSenvCsrc+ ).
(z) A cross between viruses of genotypes pol+envCsrctS and poltSenvAsrc +.
(3) A cross between viruses of genotypes poltSenvCsrctS and pol+envAsrc + (the latter virus is simply the standard wild type PR-RSV-A). Rather than perform the daunting analysis of all the progeny in a sample from each cross we decided to score the frequency of a particular recombinant by comparing the titre of the virus assayed under selective conditions with that assayed under completely non-selective conditions. The recombinant chosen was the phenotype pol+envCsrc+; in other Words the virus that would form foci at 4I °C on C/AE cells. Knowing that the physical order of the genome is 5'-gag-pol-env-src-3' then, if the genetic map is linear, pol and env and env and src should show closer linkage than pol and sre. In particular, in the three crosses described above the phenotype pol+envCsre + should occur more commonly in crosses I and z than in cross 3, for in the latter it could only be generated by two crossovers, each between putatively linked genes. This postulate was tested by infecting T/B cells at a multiplicity of o'o5 with one of each of the six genotypes participating in the three crosses and incubating the cultures at 35 °C. The cells were transferred once or twice at 3-to 4-day intervals and, when the cultures were transformed, the virus crosses were achieved by mixing the appropriate transformed cells in 35 mm dishes at 35 °C. cultures was used to assess the relative contribution of each parent to the virus pools in the mixed cultures. The progeny from those mixtures in which each parent seemed to replicate to equivalent levels were used for further analysis. It was not feasible to score the recombinant phenotypes by immediate test of the harvest under selective conditions because phenotypic mixing and, probably, heterozygosity (see above), would give false results. The harvests were therefore inoculated at Io s f.f.u, on 3 x io 6 C/E of T/B cells, overlaying the culture with 0. 5 % agar medium to limit virus spread, removing the overlay after a 4-to 5-day incubation at 35 °C (by which time minute foci of transformation could be seen microscopically) and harvesting a sample of virus. This blind-non-selective passage under agar was repeated once or twice to minimize phenotype mixing and heterozygotes before analysing the progeny by plating several dilutions of virus on C/E, C/AE and C/CE cells at 35 °C, 41 °C and upon shift from one temperature to another. A number of phenotypes present in the progeny should be revealed by such selective plating. However, the use of selectively resistant cells and incubation at different temperatures introduced variables into the test which made it difficult to compare the frequency of different phenotypes. Attempts were made to normalize plating efficiencies of progeny by comparing them with standard viruses (wild type PR-RSV-A and PR-RSV-C) but these did not improve the variability of the results. Thus the incidence of the pol+envesrc + phenotype was compared only to the total transforming progeny virus (virus forming foci of C/E cells at 35 °C) and to the total transforming progeny of subgroup C (virus plating on C/AE cells at 35 °C). Table 4 shows these comparisons for the three crosses, and in a number of different determinations for each cross the incidence of the pol+envCsrc+ phenotype is exceedingly variable. Student's t test reveals no statistical difference in the level of pol+envCsrc + virus among the three crosses and thus no evidence for linkage between the pol, env and src genes. Within any one cross it was also not possible to detect a consistent difference in the frequency of the recombinant in harvests taken between I and 4 days after mixing the singly infected cells and the data in Table 4 comprise determinations on harvests taken at various times after mixing.
It is not clear tO what extent the variability in the observed frequency of pol+envCsrc + progeny is due to true variations in its incidence or to inconsistencies in the selective assay systems. To rule out the latter possibility it was decided that an analysis of individually cloned progeny from the three crosses was unavoidable. The crosses and control single Table 2 , part B.
infections were repeated, as described above, though the mixed infection was allowed to proceed for 5 days before harvesting in the hope that recombinants might be more frequent. The harvests from crosses with comparable inputs of parental virus were filtered through a o.22/zm Millipore membrane, diluted and used to infect C/E cells which were incubated at 35 °C. Transformed foci were isolated 8 to Io days later and virus stocks were grown from them and analysed as outlined in Table I . To a large extent this protocol is analogous to that shown in Table 2 part B in which the progeny taken early after mixed infection are allowed to segregate recombinants. The results of both filtered and unfiltered harvests from Table 2 , part B are therefore re-tabulated together with data from the present experiment in Tables 5 to 7 to permit a comparison of the consequences of short and long periods of mixed infection. The incidence of definite (env) heterozygotes in the various progeny is shown in Table 5 . In all crosses the heterozygotes comprise less than io % of the virus in the harvests and the commonest heterozygous phenotype ispol+envA~Csrc +. However, all the other heterozygous phenotypes are found in at least one of the crosses and perhaps the most interesting form is the phenotype poltSenvA+esrc TM. It is possible that this represents a genotype that is not a heterozygote but some form of recombinant within the env gene that has acquired a dual host range. Both the isolates obtained were, however, unstable, segregating progeny of single host range and were presumably not env recombinants. The alternative explanations for this genotype are that it is a heterozygote of the two genomes poltsenvAsrctS and poltsenvCsrc ts or, more interestingly, that it derives from a particle carrying either one complete genome and a fragment of another genome that donates a second envelope specificity, or two defective genomes such as poltSenvCsrc -and pol-envAsrc ts. We are not able to distinguish these two possibilities. Table 6 shows the incidence of potential recombinants [phenotypes (I) to (8) in Table 2 ] in the three types of three-factor cross, ommitting from the analysis the env heterozygotes tabulated in Table 5 . It can be seen that the level of the total recombinants in each cross is very similar (I 3 to 22%) though it would be lower (7-5%) in cross Ia if only the filtered harvests were included in the analysis. This is despite the fact that in cross no. 3 the levels of parental viruses in the progeny are very imbalanced (8.8% and 7"8% respectively) whereas in other crosses the levels of each parent are more nearly equivalent. t Data from experiment shown in Table 2 , part B.
individual recombinants is low compared to the level of parental viruses in the progeny and this suggests that a state of genetic equilibrium had not been reached in these dual infections. Although the total numbers of recombinants in the samples are small the data favour two tentative conclusions. Firstly, there is no evidence for any linearity in the genetic map ofpol, env and src. With a low overall level of recombinants one might have expected, if the map were linear, that progeny which could only result from double crossovers between the genes would be far less frequent than those resulting from a single crossover. The double crossover recombinants are the genotypes poltSenvAsrc + (in cross no. I), poltSenvCsre + (in cross no. 2) and pol+envCsrc + (in cross no. 3) and their reciprocal genotypes. These are obviously no less common in the progeny of their respective crosses than the other genotypes. Moreover, when the number of recombinants between markers in the physically more distant pair (pol and src) are compared to the number between markers in adjacent genes (pol and env or env and src), they are found to be no more frequent (Table 7) . However, crossovers between markers in either one of the adjacent gene pairs occurs in between 3o and 9o % of recombinants, and with such high levels of recombination it is difficult to compare the degree of linkage between adjacent genes with that between more distant markers.
The second observation is that in general there is no marked imbalance in the levels of reciprocal recombinants in the progeny of the dual infections (Table 6 ). One apparent exception is the reciprocal pair pol+envCsrc+/poltsenvAsrc ts in cross no. Ia, but this could be due to sampling error for the imbalance is somewhat reversed in cross no. lb. The pairs poltsenvesrc+/pol+envAsrc ts in cross no. 2 and poltsenvAsrc+/pol+envCsrc ts in cross no. 3 are also exceptions. They may be explicable by sampling error, or, in the case of the latter pair, by the imbalance between the parental genomes in this cross. The generally equivalent levels of reciprocals among recombinant pairs in the progency population as a whole may be contrasted with the marked imbalance in levels of reciprocals seen frequently when the progeny segregating from individual heterozygous clones are analysed (Table 3) .
DISCUSSION
This paper describes studies on the genesis and frequency of genetic recombinants of RSV in ceils mixedly-infected with two virus mutants. The crosses examined offer a number of advantages over many of those previously used in work on retrovirus recombination and we have attempted to control, as far as possible, the variables inherent in experiments of this sort. These advantages and potential for control stem from the fact that the parental viruses and their progeny will all transform appropriate susceptible cells under permissive conditions and thus all infectious progeny can be detected. At the same time, appropriate combinations of selectively resistant cells and restrictive temperature allow the identification of two markers in each of three virus genes, permitting the performances of detailed three factor crosses. These features have been exploited in examining all the progeny virus types produced at early times after infection. They have also allowed attempts to assess the frequency of recombinants at later stages of dual infection. It has not been necessary to wait until a presumed genetic equilibrium has been obtained because the contribution of each parent virus to the genetic pool can be assessed at and during, infection and in the progeny virus. Moreover, the level of recombinants of any one type can be compared, not only to the level of total virus progeny, but also to the frequency of other recombinant viruses. A further refinement is that crosses can be performed using as parental viruses agents in which the markers of the three genes are in different combinations. If several such crosses are carried out in parallel, contemporary comparisons can be made which obviate the problems of variability in host cells and culture conditions (Blair 1977) .
Unfortunately, some difficulties still impede a detailed analysis of recombination between RSV genes. One technical problem is that the selective conditions required to identify specific recombinants are themselves a source of variation and it is difficult to obtain repeatable results when such conditions are applied to mass virus populations (Table 4) . Thus, one cannot avoid a tedious analysis of progeny clones obtained under completely permissive conditions. Of possible greater importance is the conceptual problem that non-infectious viruses, td viruses and subgenomic fragments may contribute to gene pools involved in recombination processes and there is, as yet, no way of detecting all these entities. Undetected and incomplete genomes in virus populations are one possible explanation for viruses of the phenotype poltsenvA+CsrctS. Since detective genomes arise during continued passage of virus stocks our only prophylactic measure was always to use recently cloned virus (Duesberg & Vogt, 1973) .
Despite these objections, some observations on the mechanism of recombination have been made in these studies.
(0 After mixed infection a significant proportion of recombinant genomes appear to arise by segregation from heterozygous virus particles (Table 2) .
(2) During this segregation one of the markers for a particular gene in the original heterozygote may come to predominate over the other marker. This deduction is made from the observation that members of reciprocal recombinant pairs are not maintained at the same level in the progeny segregating from a heterozygote (Table 3) .
(3) In contrast, if recombinant levels are examined in a mass population of progeny, rather than on a clonal basis, then levels of reciprocal recombinants are more equivalent (Table 6 ). This indicates that there is no restriction on the formation of certain recombinants in these crosses, unlike the suggested situation in a cross between a non-defective virus and an envelope deletion mutant (Kawai & Hanafusa, 1976) .
(4) Linkage between the pol, env and src genes seems very slight. Not only does recombination between markers in any pair of these genes occur in a high percentage of recombinant viruses (Table 7) but the progeny that require recombination events between both pol and env and env and src seem to occur at the same level as those derived by only a single crossover between any of these genes (Tables 4, 6 ).
These observations should be considered in the light of both the small amount of information on retrovirus recombination gleaned from other studies and current conjectures on the problem (both topics have been ably reviewed by Hunter (I978) and Coffin (I979)). Because the retrovirus particle is diploid one might expect heterozygous particles to occur commonly after mixed infection. Alevy & Vogt (I978) have all described virus clones of dual host range that occur in the progeny from mixedly infected cells. It is possible that such observations may be due to clumps or to particles with a double core, but the experiments described here attempt to rule out the former possibility, and McCarter (I977), in a study with murine leukaemia virus, has tried to obviate the latter, with no decrease in the incidence of heterozygotes. Moreover, the concept that heterozygotes are the precursors of recombinants (Weiss et al. I973 ) is supported by the cloning studies reported here (Table 2 ) and also accords with the observation of Wyke et al. 0975) that recombination among src ts mutants yields detectable wild type infections only when virus is allowed to spread beyond the cells that were originally infected. The rapid loss of markers upon subcloning heterozygotes (Table 3 ) raises the possibility that some of the potentially homozygous recombinants which seem to arise during a single cycle of infection (Table z, part A) may in fact, have segregated from heterozygotes which were never detected because some of their markers were shed when cloning the original harvests. Thus heterozygotes may be more frequent precursors to recombinants than shown by the minimum estimates in these data. Indeed, the model for recombination proposed by Coffin (I979), though it requires heterozygotes as a precursor to recombinants, would predict that the dimeric genome yields only a single provirus and heterozygotes should never be detected in the way our data indicate.
There are, however, reasons for suspecting that recombinants can arise without prior heterozygote formation. Firstly, markers on non-infectious proviral DNA fragments can be rescued in cells infected with helper viruses (Cooper & Castellot, I977; Cooper, I978) . Although the mechanism of this very inefficient marker rescue is unknown it may well not involve the formation of RNA heterozygotes. Secondly, Alevy & Vogt 0978) have found that wild type recombinants can be formed between ts polymerase mutants in the first 24 h of mixed infection. This is too short a time to permit the re-infection of cells by heterozygotes formed in the first replicative cycle, but on the basis of the data published, the low level of wild type viruses detected may be revertants of the ts mutants rather than recombinants. Thus, though our data show that virus recombinants can segregate from heterozygous particles, present knowledge of the mechanism of the event does not rule out alternative permissible modes of recombination, particularly if they occur in a minority of the genetically interacting virus.
A feature of our data that merits comment is the tendency for the presumed heterozygotes to be heterozygous for all three markers under study (Tables z, 3 ), a tendency that may even persist on subcloning (Table 3 ). Hunter 0978) has suggested two possible reasons for persistent heterozygosity. (I) The recombinant proviruses formed from heterozygotes may contain heteroduplex DNA in portions of the genome. When such proviruses integrate into the cell, each daughter cell after mitosis will receive a genetically different virus, thus increasing the complexity of virus markers detected in a single focus. However, such events would usually be expected to give rise to partial rather than complete heterozygotes. (2) The diploid RNA genome may give rise to two haploid proviruses, both of which integrate and produce progeny. Such a mechanism explains why most of the progeny of the first cycle of replication were heterozygous for all three markers but it clearly cannot be an invariable or even very common event, for Table 3 shows that the progeny of individual heterozygotes readily became monozygous for one or more markers. In addition, the prolonged preservation of all the markers in the input diploid RNA would be inconsistent with several wellestablished features of avian retrovirus biology. For example, non-producer cells infected only with the replication defective Bryan strain RSV should be very hard to obtain and it should also be very difficult to clone rare ts mutant viruses from a non-defective virus stock, whereas both these aims are, in fact, easily achieved. Thus there is not yet a convincing single explanation for the persistence of heterozygotes, except in cases where the genomes complement one another (see above and Coffin, 1979) .
Our attempts at genetic mapping of RSV fail to demonstrate linkage between the pol env and src genes. This does not agree with previous claims of linkage between avian retrovirus genes (Mason et In the experiments shown in Tables 6 and 7 we have studied dual infections where the o/ hoping that three factor crosses may then overall level of recombinants is only about 2o/o, reveal any tendency to linkage. Despite this, recombinants resulting from double crossovers are as common as single crossover recombinants (Table 6 ) and crosses between all three genes occur at equivalent levels (Table 7 ). There are two explanations for this. (I)The three genes are completely unlinked, recombinants must occur at very high frequency all along the genome length, and the low level of total recombinants (Table 6 ) reflects a very incomplete mixing of parental genomes. (2) The genetic map is circular and the markers in the three genes are spaced approximately equidistantly on the circular genome. Recombination may then occur among circular proviruses by double crossovers, explaining the similar recombination frequencies between different genes shown in Table 6 . Double crossovers have been detected commonly in recombinants (Joho et al. 1975; Wang et al. ~976b , c) and a circular genetic map is favoured by the data of Hayman & Vogt (I976) which show linkage between gag (at the 5' end of the genome) and src (at the 3' end). These results, based on a relatively small sample of recombinants, need to be confirmed, possibly by three factor crosses employing the ts mutants mapped by Balduzzi et al. (I978) and markers form the pi9 of the gag gene.
Finally, consideration of these data and their relevance to recombination mechanisms should take account of the possible dimeric structure of the RSV genome (Bender & Davidson, 1976; Bender et al. 1978 ) and the position of the primer for RNA-dependent DNA synthesis near the 5' end of the RNA (Taylor & Illmensee, I975; Staskus et al. I976) . This latter fact necessitates reverse transcription proceeding on to the 3' end of the same or a different RNA molecule. Concordance of the RNA termini may be a major factor in transcription crossing the 5' to 3' gap (Wang et al, I977; Joho et al. I978 ) and this may affect the possible choice of transcription proceeding on to a different molecule in the RNA dimer. Though this may be irrelevant to recombination, it raises the possibility of more than one recombination mechanism existing in avian retroviruses and it may be interesting to compare the genesis of recombinants between viruses having concordant RNA termini with that between viruses with differing termini.
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